-Local and global borehole data show that heterogeneity of stress is a site characteristic -Stress characterization requires suitably long logs to quantify orientation and heterogeneity -Deviated boreholes can be reliably analyzed for stress orientations
Introduction
Heterogeneity of stress in the Earth's crust is an elusive quantity which impacts earthquake dynamics [Mai and Beroza, 2002; Ampuero et al., 2006; Hsu et al., 2010] , behavior of aftershock sequences [Hardebeck, 2010; Smith and Dieterich, 2010] , and reservoir engineering and operation . The state of stress and pore fluid pressure is a crucial property that defines which faults are prone to slip and which ones are stable [Morris et al., 1996] . It is assumed that the heterogeneities of the stress field such as stress rotations and stress concentrations due to e.g. contrasting rheology [Wileveau et al., 2007] , elastic parameters or active faults [Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Barton and Zoback, 1994; Yale, 2003 ] play a crucial role in many subsurface processes. Commonly, self-similar stress fields are assumed to explain geophysical phenomena including the magnitude-frequency relation of earthquakes [Andrews, 1980; Huang and Turcotte, 1988] . While direct observations of self-similarity of the stress field are rare [Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Day-Lewis et al., 2010] , the self-similar stress field model is supported by other observations of self-similar scaling of geologic phenomena related to the stress field. For example, geometric fault roughness has been found to be self-similar from length scales of micrometers to kilometers [Candela et al., 2012] and the size and frequency distribution of natural fractures follows self-similar scaling [Barton and Zoback, 1992; Ben-Zion, 2008] .
Regional and global data sets show that tectonic stress varies smoothly and continuously, revealing coherent domains of stress [Müller et al., 1992; Zoback, 1992; Heidbach et al., 2010 , Reiter et al., 2014 . Whether the motion of tectonic plates determines the principal orientation of stress or if secondary phenomena are required to explain the observed variation of the tectonic stress field is still debated [Heidbach et al., 2007; Heidbach et al., 2016] . Resolving stress variations on a scale of core to boreholes often shows strong heterogeneities [Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Barton and Zoback, 1994; Sahara et al., 2014] that are sometimes described using fractal scaling laws [Day-Lewis et al., 2010] . Often, the observed variation over several meters is larger than the variation of derived mean stress orientations on a regional scale. Rivera and Kanamori [2002] discuss the two endmembers for the crustal stress field of (1) a smooth stress field and variable friction or (2) a constant friction and variable stress field. They conclude that both models are mutually exclusive and in the most likely case both friction and the stress tensor exhibit considerable variation. Motivated by these endmember viewpoints there is ongoing discussion of whether the stress field is smooth and the observed heterogeneity apparent from earthquake moment tensors are due to measurement uncertainties or whether the stress field is dominated by fractal scaling of heterogeneity [Hardebeck, 2006 [Hardebeck, , 2010 [Hardebeck, , 2015 Smith and Dieterich, 2010; Heaton, 2011, 2015] .
Data in support of the smooth stress and heterogeneous stress hypotheses mostly come from earthquake focal mechanisms and boreholes, respectively. Hardebeck [2010] argues that stress is measured at large depth for earthquakes and shallow depth for boreholes. Differences in depth are accompanied by differences in rock rheology resulting in smoothing of stress at greater depth and retention of stress heterogeneities at shallow depth [Pierdominici and Heidbach, 2012] . Furthermore, we have to note the different length scales that are sampled by these different data sets. Borehole logging and especially the retrieval of acoustic or electric borehole images provides detailed insights on the subsurface stress conditions at the meter scale [Barton and Moos, 2010; spanning intervals of up to several kilometers. With a sampling rate of about 5 mm even submillimeter wide fractures can be reliably detected due to the high resistivity contrasts of fluid-saturated fractures embedded in dense country rock. Similarly, roughness due to fractures intersecting the boreholes wall reveal similarly sized fractures in acoustic logs. Thus, image logs covering well trajectories for several kilometers can be used to study stress indicators such as borehole breakouts and drillinginduced fractures on length scales spanning about four orders of magnitude in the first 5 or so kilometers of the Earth's crust.
Heterogeneity of stress in boreholes has been widely observed to correlate with natural fractures and faults [e.g. Bell et al., 1992; Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Barton and Zoback, 1994; Mariucci et al., 2002; Yale, 2003 , Pierdominici et al., 2011 Sahara et al., 2014; McNamara et al., 2015; Rajabi et al., 2015] and lithology changes [Wileveau et al., 2007] . A self-similar scaling of stress heterogeneity observed in boreholes has been first proposed by Shamir and Zoback [1992] , and Day-Lewis et al. [2010] aim to link this to the magnitude-frequency distribution of earthquakes. However, as has been shown by , the uncertainties in determining the scaling coefficient from discontinuous records of stress orientation can be significant and the actual link between observed heterogeneity of stress and scaling of earthquake magnitudes remains to be confirmed. Furthermore, we point out here the discrepancy between the competing concepts of self-similar scaling of stress heterogeneity [Shamir and Zoback, 1992; Day-Lewis et al., 2010] and the mechanistic description of interaction of natural fractures that leads to discontinuities of stress in the country rock [Barton and Zoback, 1994; .
Evidence for characteristic length scales, i.e. a breakdown of the self-similar scaling, has been presented for major fault zones in Southern California by Bailey et al. [2010] . Using focal mechanism data, they show that different fault zones exhibit different degrees of heterogeneity of derived focal mechanisms. They link the observed differences to variations of cumulative displacement, a measure of fault maturity.
In this paper we aim to close the gap between descriptions of stress heterogeneity from single boreholes and fault zone earthquake data. We analyze the local stress orientations in two closely spaced boreholes drilled from the same well pad. We find evidence for a characteristic length scale of the stress heterogeneity. Then, we compare our findings with global data from the World Stress Map (WSM) project [Heidbach et al., 2016] . The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the tectonic setting in the study area before we introduce our methodology to analyze stress indicators in boreholes with significant deviation in Section 3. In Section 4 we apply this approach to the two boreholes to retrieve a characterization of the stress field for each borehole. We compare their results with emphasis on the overall mean orientation of horizontal stress and its local heterogeneity. In Section 5 we analyze the heterogeneity of stress along the borehole trajectory and in relation to global WSM data. We establish that the degree of stress heterogeneity is scale-dependent up to a characteristic length scale of about 1 km and the amplitude of stress heterogeneity is a site characteristic.
Geologic setting and well data
In the first part of this paper, we analyze stress indicators on image logs spanning a total of 4.5 km along the trajectories of the two wells 58-10 and 58A-10 (wellheads at 35.999°N, 117.740°W) situated just east of the Coso Geothermal Field in the Eastern California Shear Zone. The Coso area lies in the releasing step between the Owens Valley fault to the north and the Airport Lake fault to the south, as suggested by Unruh et al. [2002] and Monastero et al. [2005] . As such, the area is subjected to strike-slip motion and Basin and Range-style extension (Figure 1 ). This is evidenced by Holocene normal fault scarps [Unruh and Streig, 2004] , geodetic velocities of up to 30 mm/a of extension [Wicks et al., 2001] and 6.5 mm/a dextral shear [McClusky et al., 2001] . Faults of which we know the sense of motion are normal faults [Jayko, 2009] . The two wells are located in the Coso Wash area. This is a sedimentary basin between the exploited Coso Geothermal Field to the west that is bounded on the east side by the Coso Wash fault, and the series of normal faults of the Wild Horse Mesa to the east (Figure 1 ). The Coso Wash is filled with about 600 m of sediments overlaying igneous basement rocks (predominantly diorite, granodiorite and quartz diorite) and interrupted by volcanic intrusions. The two wells have been drilled from the same well pad with a sub-vertical and a build-and-hold trajectory, respectively, leading to lateral separations of 20 to 300 m between the wells. In order to facilitate reading, hereafter we annotate the sub-vertical (v) well 58A-10 v and the deviated (d) well 58-10 d . They were drilled in 1997 and 2000, respectively, to potentially extend the producing field to the east. However, both wells were found to be uneconomical and were not put in production. At the writing of this manuscript, the immediate vicinity (distances < 1 km) has not shown significant levels of seismicity (relative to the very active Coso East Flank area at distances > 1 km further west) and we assume that the wells sampled a natural stress state, unperturbed by the production operations in the geothermal field at the time of logging [Schoenball et al., 2015] . The stress field at Coso has been studied extensively, from boreholes, from earthquake data [Feng and Lees, 1998; Unruh et al., 2002] , and using numerical modelling [Eckert and Connolly, 2007] . Based on stress indicators interpreted from image logs of the Coso East Flank and the Coso Wash areas, a roughly north-south orientation ±20° of the maximum horizontal stress SHmax has been determined [Sheridan et al., 2003; Sheridan and Hickman, 2004; Hickman, 2006, 2010] . Generally, large heterogeneity in this stress azimuth was encountered along each well, with standard deviations of the individual stress indicators on the order of ±25° from the local mean orientation (Figure 2 ). In some intervals, an apparent rotation of the stress field by 90° has been observed [Davatzes and Hickman, 2006] and the orientation of SHmax obtained from wells 38B-9 and 83-16 are outliers with SHmax oriented at N65°E ±6° and N50°E ±18°, respectively [Sheridan et al., 2003] . While the reported standard deviations are relatively small, the coverage by stress indicators is sparse in these wells.
Using two hydrofrac tests performed in well 38C-9 (East Flank of the Coso Geothermal Field), Sheridan and Hickman [2004] obtained Shmin = 0.63 Sv assuming a rock density of 2630 kg/m³ obtained from a density log. Another hydrofrac test performed in well 34-9RD2 confirms the low value for Shmin [Davatzes and Hickman, 2006] . They measure Shmin = 38.85 MPa at 2383 m depth, which corresponds to Shmin = 0.62 Sv. To estimate the magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress, rock strength parameters were acquired from laboratory experiments [TerraTek, 2004; Morrow and Lockner, 2006] . Based on these, and the absence of borehole breakouts, Davatzes and Hickman [2006] infer SHmax to be in the range 1.2 Sv < SHmax < 1.9 Sv if the region is in strike-slip faulting. Since we do observe borehole breakouts (see below), we know that SHmax should be towards the higher end of this range. Normal faulting was observed in Holocene sediments along the Coso Wash fault scarps, consistent with low frictional strength of clay minerals such as illite [Morrow et al., 1992] . Hence, the area is in a transitional state between normal and strike-slip faulting, consistent with focal mechanisms of local earthquakes .
Well 58-10 d was drilled sub-vertically to about 1200 m and then deviated by up to 42° towards the NNE direction (Figure 3) . Well 58A-10 v was drilled from the same well pad in a sub-vertical trajectory to 3100 m measured depth. It was further deepened in 2003 but we do not have data that covers this later stage of the well. The deviation of 58A-10 v in the logged interval does not exceed 12° (Figure 3 ). Both wells were logged with Schlumberger's Formation MicroImager (FMI) tool in the upper 8.5-inch sections and with the Formation MicroScanner (FMS) tool in the lower 6.125-inch sections . Additionally, well 58A-10 v was logged with an acoustic borehole televiewer-type ALT ABI85 tool in the deeper 6.125-inch section .
The electric tools (FMI and FMS) rely on an array of buttons distributed on pads that are attached to the tool and pressed on the borehole wall by spring-loaded arms. These tools image only a fraction of the borehole wall (about 50% in our case), which depends on the well diameter and the size of the tool's pads. The acoustic tool uses an ultrasonic focused pulse that scans the entire borehole wall; it provides images of the amplitude and travel time. The travel time image can be used to reconstruct the crosssectional shape of the borehole and is ideal for borehole breakout interpretation. The electrical and acoustic tools image contrasts in resistivity and acoustic impedance, respectively. Because of that, they can detect features that are far smaller than the nominal pixel size of about 5 mm. Both tools are capable of detecting cracks as thin as about 0.1 mm . Therefore, these logs are extremely sensitive to small cracks and even bedding or foliation. For a detailed description and comparison of acoustic and electric tools employed in well 58A-10 v we refer to the thorough discussion by and references therein. 
Methods
The elastic solutions for the stress field around a cylindrical opening [Kirsch, 1898] predict compressive stress along the circumference of boreholes to be largest at azimuths aligned with the minimum stress, leading to the formation of borehole breakouts (BO). These were first observed and used for analysis of the orientation of the stress field in the Earth's crust by Bell and Gough [1979] . Similarly, tensile stress is observed along the borehole wall at azimuths aligned with the maximum compressive stress, leading to drilling-induced tensile failure (DIF) of the borehole wall ( Figure 4) . Today, the analysis of breakouts and drilling-induced tensile fractures in vertical wells is a standard procedure in well log analysis [e.g. Zoback et al., 2003; Schmitt et al., 2012] . The common approach implicitly assumes that the borehole axis coincides with one principal stress. In practice, the vertical stress component Sv is assumed to coincide with one principal stress component. If the well is inclined with respect to the principal axes of the stress field, the axis of borehole failure no longer coincides with the borehole axis. Instead, the location of BOs and DIFs along the borehole wall is dependent on the magnitudes of the principal stresses and the orientation of the borehole relative to the principal stress axes. Thus, interpretation of the orientation of horizontal stresses becomes non-unique and dependent on the principal stress magnitudes as well as their directions relative to the borehole trajectory. The effect of borehole inclination is small and can be neglected for wells that do not deviate more than about 12° from the vertical [Mastin, 1988] . Beyond that, the relation describing the location of BOs and DIFs becomes non-linear and sensitive to the relative magnitudes of the principal stresses. The forward problem for borehole failure in inclined wells was solved by Hiramatsu and Oka [1962] and various complex inversion schemes for the non-linear inverse problem have been developed [Aadnoy, 1990a; Qian and Pedersen, 1991; Zajac and Stock, 1997; Thorsen, 2011] . Since deviated boreholes typically sample the stress tensor at a variety of relative orientations, the onset and relative position of borehole failure as a function of deviation could potentially provide constraints on stress magnitudes. The underlying assumption of such an approach is that the remote orientations and ratios among the principal stresses are constant throughout the sampled volume [Wiprut et al., 1997] . Similarly, information from several nearby inclined wells can be combined to constrain stress magnitudes, assuming that all wells considered are subjected to the same stress field [Aadnoy, 1990a] . Inversion schemes find the best-fitting stress tensor, but generally the resolution for general stress states is poor due to noise introduced by heterogeneity of the rock mass. It is difficult to assess the robustness of stress states inferred from these schemes. Subsequently, we use a grid search based on the solutions of the forward model to gain better insight on the relative misfit of stress states to the borehole data.
Stress in inclined boreholes
Stresses around a borehole oriented orthogonally to principal stresses were derived by Kirsch [1898] for plane strain conditions. In this manuscript, we use the rock mechanics sign convention with positive stresses for compression. At the borehole wall, the Terzhagi effective stresses in a cylindrical coordinate system are:
( 1) with the maximum and minimum total horizontal stresses and ℎ , respectively, the vertical stress , Poisson's ratio and the borehole mud pressure acting on the borehole wall and 0 is the pore pressure in the formation. The angle is measured clockwise from the orientation of . The hoop stress reaches a maximum along ℎ , leading to the formation of breakouts if a failure criterion for compressive failure is met. The minimum of is reached in the direction of and tensile cracks may form at the borehole wall if the tensile strength of the rock is overcome. The solutions for a more general case, valid for boreholes inclined with respect to the stress tensor, have first been derived by Hiramatsu and Oka [1962] . We briefly outline here the necessary transformations to obtain stresses in the rotated borehole coordinate system but refer to Peška and Zoback [1995] and Zoback [2010] for the full treatment of the problem.
In the general case, the borehole axis is not parallel to a principal stress and the principal stresses acting on the borehole wall prescribe an angle with the borehole axis. They are obtained from transforming the stresses in a geographical coordinate system to a coordinate system along the borehole wall. To obtain the stress tensor in the coordinate system parallel to the borehole axis the first step is to obtain the stress components in a geographic coordinate system from the principal components of the stress tensor [Peška and Zoback, 1995] using a tensor rotation:
Here, is the rotation matrix from the coordinate system defined by the principal stresses to the geographic coordinate system. is the rotation matrix from the geographic coordinate system to the borehole coordinate system with the reference frame defined by the borehole axis and high side of the borehole [Peška and Zoback, 1995] . Then, the effective principal stresses acting on the borehole wall are given by
where , and are the effective stresses in the cylindrical coordinate system of along an arbitrarily oriented borehole ( Figure 5 ). Borehole breakouts occur where is above the compressive strength of the rock formation and tensile failure occurring where is below the tensile strength of the rock. The magnitudes of and vary along the circumference of the borehole as varies with azimuth, depending on the trajectory of the borehole in the geographical coordinate system. The locations of the extrema of and are dependent on the relative magnitudes of the principal stresses and may vary strongly among stress regimes if the borehole deviation is larger than about 12° [Mastin, 1988] . The dependence of the location of extrema of the hoop stress on the relative stress magnitudes is non-linear. Specifically, the locations of stress indicators in a geographic reference frame are not directly related to the orientation of the stress tensor. For the subsequent analysis, we reference stress indicators to the high side of the well (i.e. the highest point along a circumference) as opposed to north, which is usually used as reference for the analysis of vertical wells. , and at the wall of an inclined borehole. and act tangentially to the borehole wall, while acts perpendicular to the borehole wall. (after Peška and Zoback, 1995) .
It is interesting to note that for a given stress field there are well trajectories (given by azimuth and deviation) for which the relative angle between the expected locations of BOs and DIFs is significantly different from 90°. In the vicinity of these trajectories plotted in a lower hemisphere projection, stress indicators significantly change their location along the borehole circumference for only marginal changes of the well trajectory. A detailed discussion of this phenomenon is given in Zajac and Stock [1997] . For strike-slip stress states these nodal points lie at the outer edge of the lower hemisphere projection, i.e. they are relevant for wells inclined to a horizontal trajectory. For the wells discussed in this paper, this phenomenon is not relevant.
Grid search for best-fitting stress state
Assuming that compressive failure in the Earth's crust is described by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and tensile failure occurs when the pore fluid pressure is above the least principal stress, and that the vertical stress Sv is a principal stress [Anderson, 1951] , all equilibrium stress states are bounded by a polygon given by [Jaeger and Cook, 1979, Zoback et al., 2003] :
and SHmax ≥ Shmin with the coefficient of friction ; cohesion is assumed negligible. The Andersonian stress regimes as part of the polygon of stress states are then defined by triangles with normal faulting for Sv ≥ SHmax ≥ Shmin, strike-slip faulting for SHmax ≥ Sv ≥ Shmin and thrust faulting for SHmax ≥ Shmin ≥ Sv. Note that we assume Sv to be one principal stress component. This is the same assumption that is implicitly made during the common interpretation of vertical wells.
In the grid search, we sample all stress states that fall within the stress polygon on a regular grid. We chose a high value of 1 for to account for all possible stress states. Values higher than that are typically not observed [Lockner and Beeler, 2002] . Similarly, for pore pressure 0 we assume a low value of 0.37 Sv, corresponding to a fluid density of 1000 kg/m 3 with the water table at the surface and an overburden density of 2700 kg/m 3 . All stress states are normalized by the vertical stress magnitude Sv which defines the natural scale for stress magnitudes that we use throughout this paper. With that, we assume constant stress gradients for all principal stresses and pore pressure along the vertical. This assumption might not be permitted in areas with strata that act as a fluid barrier or show pronounced ductile behavior. For example, inter-bedding of argillaceous formations that exhibits a pronounced rheological contrast evidenced by differential creep and stress relaxation can lead to variable stress gradients [Wileveau et al., 2007] . Hydraulic compartments created by cap rock layers may create over-and underpressured zones frequently encountered in hydrocarbon systems. However, in the crystalline rock formation that we deal with here a stress decoupling that leads to variable stress gradients is not expected. Anomalous pore pressure gradients are not observed in the Coso Geothermal Field [Davatzes and Hickman, 2006] .
For our analysis we need to infer the expected location along the borehole wall of the maximum and minimum of and , respectively. For each observed borehole feature k, we compute the angular difference mk(i,j) between the observed location and the expected location of that feature according to equation (3) for all stress states i outlined by the stress polygon and for all orientations of SHmax j between N0°E and N179°E. For each assumed stress state (i, j) we then sum the absolute misfits mk for all stress indicators (Equation 5).
To account for the different lengths of stress indicators, we weighted the individual misfit of each indicator according to its length lk. The best-fitting stress state (i,j) is then given by the absolute minimum of m(i,j). As discussed below, the stress indicators show a strong scatter about a mean orientation. Furthermore, there are sections that show a strongly different orientation of stress indicators than in the majority of the well. The L1-norm was chosen for the misfit over other norms since it does not over-emphasize such outliers in the data. Since the variation of m(i,j) over different stress magnitude states tends to be small compared to its absolute value, we do not focus on finding the single best-fitting set of stress gradient magnitudes but interpret our results for a range of stress magnitude states.
Stress indicators and image logs
To analyze the stress field from borehole images, stress indicators need to be identified and located (these structures are extensively reviewed by Zoback et al., 2003; Schmitt et al., 2012) . These indicators consist of either tensile or compressive failure of the borehole wall induced by the concentration of stress at the free surface of the borehole, which symmetrically distributed about the borehole circumference (Figure 4 ). Both wells show an abundance of drilling-induced (tensile) fractures along most sections of the well. In well 58A-10 v a number of compressive borehole breakouts were identified. For DIFs and BOs we pick both sides individually, which may be separated azimuthally by 180±20° due to interaction with natural fractures and other heterogeneities such as material contrasts in the rock mass. Additionally, we interpret petal-centerline fractures in well 58A-10 v . These tensile fractures are induced by excessive weight on the drill bit and are commonly observed in core [Li and Schmitt, 1998; Zhang, 2011; Schmitt et al., 2012] . In some cases, such as in well 58A-10 v , they propagate far enough to penetrate the borehole wall and can be imaged in subsequent logging runs . The petal part of petal-centerline fractures forms along the orientation of Shmin and the centerlines converge towards DIFs along SHmax. Typically, the separation of the centerlines is different from 180°. We pick both sides of the centerline and compute the average as a measurement of the Shmin direction. Figure 6 shows examples of interpreted stress indicators for the electrical and acoustic log in borehole 58A-10 v . For further details of the interpretation of these logs and stress indicators we refer to the thorough discussion in . The picked stress indicators along the trajectory of each well are shown in Figures S1 and S2 .
To interpret the stress tensor responsible for the borehole wall failure, the acquired image needs to be oriented in a reference frame and then features located (picked) on the image. Both steps are prone to errors. In order to estimate the uncertainties of locating stress indicators we used the deep section of 58A-10 v where both the FMS and ABI85 logs were acquired. We picked characteristic features in both logs and compare their determined azimuth. With that method, we estimate the repeatability of this analysis (orientation of the tool in the well) convoluted with the picking error involved in manual interpretation of such images. We obtain a good agreement between both images and the differential azimuths of picked features follows a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 4.3° ( Figure S3 ). The normal distribution centered about 0° indicates the randomness of the measurements and an absence of systematic errors in the processing of both log types. .
Results
We present the results of our grid search as maps of (1) the minimal misfit for the sampled stress states for any stress orientation (Figures 7a, b ) and of (2) the orientation of SHmax for which that minimal misfit is obtained (Figures 7c, d) . To obtain the best-fitting stress state, we have to find stress states that give a reasonably small misfit in the minimal misfit maps (Figures 7a, b) and then refer to the maps of bestfitting stress orientation (Figures 7c, d ) to obtain the orientation of SHmax. The inset in Figure 7a shows the behavior of the misfit for one given stress magnitude state while varying the assumed orientation of SHmax.
Being a near vertical well, 58A-10 v does not show any preference for a particular stress state and consequently the minimal misfit is almost constant along all Andersonian stress states (Figure 7a ). This is an expected result, since vertical wells cannot be used to distinguish between stress regimes from the position of BOs and DIFs alone. The variation that we obtain is due to the limited effect of the well deviation (up to 12°), that is fully accounted for in our analysis. The best-fitting SHmax orientation varies only minimally between N21°E and N23°E for most normal faulting and all strike-slip stress states and down to 13° for degenerate (SHmax ≈ Shmin) normal faulting and thrust faulting stress states (Figure 7c ). For stress magnitudes we use the preferred stress magnitude state from Davatzes and Hickman [2006] . Since we do observe breakouts in 58A-10 v , we conclude that the magnitude of SHmax is towards the higher end of the range provided. Using SHmax = 1.8 Sv and Shmin = 0.65 Sv we obtain a best-fitting orientation of SHmax at N23°E.
Well 58-10 d has a considerable number of stress indicators in both its near-vertical and strongly deviated sections. It therefore samples the stress tensor in different directions -along the vertical direction in the shallow section and along a NNW trajectory deviated by about 30° in the deeper section. This added information further constrains the stress state. The minimal misfit map strongly rejects a thrust faulting regime and favors all strike-slip stress states and normal faulting stress states with SHmax close to Sv (Figure 7b ). While the lowest misfit is found for strike-slip faulting stress states with Shmin ≈ Sv, the differences of the derived misfit values to that for other strike-slip stress states are on the same order or less than the error of picking stress indicators (see above) and we do not consider them meaningful.
In Figure 8 we plot the difference of Figures 7c-d to compare the preferred stress orientations in both wells. The inferred stress orientations for stress states preferred by well 58-10 d agree with that inferred from well 58A-10 v (Figure 7c-d) . The variation in best-fitting stress orientations between the two wells for the preferred stress states is within 5°. For the rejected stress states this difference can be much larger, but there is no physical meaning to this. Assuming the preferred stress magnitude state as above, we obtain a best-fitting orientation of SHmax at N22°E.
In our analysis above, we have determined the best-fitting stress orientation for the entire sampled sections of each well. Here, both wells yield basically the same stress orientation and the difference of 1° lies entirely within the uncertainty of the picking of stress indicators and correctly orienting the image logs. To assess the quality of a stress measurement, the standard deviation (SD) of individual stress indicators weighted by their length is typically used [Heidbach et al., 2010] . For inclined wells we assume the preferred stress state and compute the local misfit between the expected and observed location of each stress indicator. SD is then computed from these misfit values and weighted by feature length. Here, both limbs of BOs and DIFs are measured individually while a pair of petal-centerline fractures yields only one measurement. In Figure 9 we show the rose diagrams of stress indicators that were computed based on the resolved best-fitting stress state and the misfit for each stress indicator.
The difference in the mean stress orientations of the two wells is substantially smaller than their observed SD despite their differences in deviation. In addition, we also obtain nearly the same SD of 22.6° for 58A-10 v and 23.8° for 58-10 d .
In conclusion, the same remote stress orientation and gradients in the magnitude of principal stresses fit the entire depth interval sampled by both wells. In addition, the variability of the local stress measurements quantified through SD is similarly consistent. Figure 7(c,d) . The stress state derived by Sheridan and Hickman [2004] and Davatzes and Hickman [2006] is marked. Note that the color map is clipped at 10°. 
Figure 7: Maps of (a, b) Minimum angular misfit (arbitrary units) for all stress indicators along sampled Andersonian stress states and any stress orientation. NF, SS and TF labels correspond to the Andersonian stress regimes that each triangle represents. The inset in (a) shows the misfit as a function of the assumed orientation of SHmax for the stress magnitude state indicated by the x. The values plotted are the minimal misfit values for each stress magnitude state. (c, d) show the best-fitting orientation of SHmax (the x-value of the minimum in the inset in (a)) along all

Local stress orientation
By assuming that each stress indicator samples the local state of stress on the meter scale, we can analyze the local stress orientation. In Figure 10a -b we show the local misfit of individual stress indicators relative to the best-fitting orientation of SHmax for each entire well. To compare the local stress orientations obtained for both wells, we apply a median filter to the misfit values for smoothing. The median preserves discontinuities of the local stress state as they are expected near faults and other geologic structures [e.g., Shamir and Zoback, 1992] . Furthermore, these deviations are conserved by the median filter over intervals where the density of picked features varies. Since we have discontinuous data, we could either apply the filter over a constant number of samples or over a constant length interval. For the case of constant sample number, we obtain the median stress orientation at a sample by taking the median of local stress orientations between 10 samples above and 10 samples below the target sample for a total of 21 samples. For the case of constant window length, we take the median of all samples within 20 m above and 20 m below the target depth resulting in a 40 m window length (Figure 10a-c) . The stress state in both wells is well sampled along more than 2 km and by more than 700 individual stress indicators for each well. This dense sampling reveals as strong variation of the local stress orientation around the tectonic mean stress orientation. We observe continuous variations of the local stress orientation with typical amplitudes of the deviations of around 20° and wavelengths from 50 to 500 m. The unfiltered data shows variations of the local stress orientation of similar amplitude at the scale of meters and abrupt, discontinuous rotations near faults and fractures. Importantly, the deviation of the local stress state along the trajectories does not show any trend with depth (Figure 10a-b) . This is evidence that we have resolved the true mean orientation of the tectonic part of the stress tensor.
Apart from the seemingly random scatter of individual stress indicators, we observe a number of systematic rotations of the local stress state, consistently sampled over several 10s of stress indicators and spanning up to more than 100 m along depth. The almost continuous sampling by DIFs in the deeper half of the logged 58-10 d well clearly shows a smooth transition in stress orientations between 1350 and 1500 m over more than 60° in azimuth (Figure 10b ). Further down this well, a discontinuous rotation of SHmax by about 40° is observed at about 1640 m. Although there are a number of fractures visible on the image logs in this interval, no major fault zone could be clearly associated with this transition in the local stress orientation. We also note frequent changes of lithology in this depth section that may be responsible for the observed rotation (see below).
In the deepest interval of 58A-10 v (2900-3050 m), we observe a change of the failure pattern from DIFs to BOs that goes along with a rotation of the horizontal stress orientation by 60° (Figure 10a ). This rotation coincides with a lithology change from quartz diorite to diorite and to granodiorite below. Of all the crystalline rock units occurring in the field, diorite is known to have the lowest rock strength. Morrow and Lockner [2006] find a uniaxial compressive strength of 186 MPa for diorite and 277 MPa for granodiorite samples collected in well 34-9RD2, 2 km to the west. Additionally, they find that diorite is stiffer than the tested granodiorite (Young's moduli of 100 GPa and 75 GPa, respectively) and has a higher Poisson's ration (0.27 and 0.31, respectively) leading to stress concentrations in diorite section and potentially to stress rotations due to the contrasting elastic and frictional parameters. Therefore, the stiffer but weaker diorite sections are much more likely to show BO formation than those through granodiorite.
Comparing the local stress orientations in both wells at a given depth (Figure 10c) we do not observe a 1:1 agreement. Instead, we observe differences in the local stress orientation at corresponding depth that are consistent with the overall variability along both wells. We observe the closest agreement of the local stress orientation in the section where both wells are the closest (around 1370 m). It is interesting to note that the local stress orientation follows undulations of similar wavelength and amplitude in the section from 1270-1530 m in 58-10 d and about 70 m deeper in 58A-10 v . We do not have sufficient knowledge of the 3-D structure near the wells to explain this behavior. However, it is plausible that a large-scale system of faults and igneous intrusions provides the mechanical conditions needed for such a parallel variation.
Coso stress map
In Figure 2 , we show a compilation of stress determinations performed previously in an around the Coso Geothermal Field together with our results. We may notice a trend of the resolved orientation of SHmax from slightly east of north in the Coso Wash area to SHmax oriented due north in the Coso West Flank area, that was analyzed by Blankenship et al., 2016 . We notice the stress measurements in wells 38B-9, 81-27 and 83-16, that appear to be inconsistent with the other measurements. Furthermore, the former two wells have very low reported SD, indicative of a "trustworthy" stress measurement.
However, in well 81-27 only a handful of DIFs, spanning a depth range of about 130m were identified [GMI, 2013] . The situation is similar with the analysis of well 38B-9 in a 370m long interval. Additionally, the FMS logging tool used in this well provides only partial azimuthal coverage compounded by the fact that the tool did not rotate during the logging run. Overall, the borehole wall could not be imaged representatively and we are doubtful about this determination of the stress orientation. In the following section we will analyze what influence the logging interval has on resolving the orientation of SHmax and the measured SD.
Discussion
In the approach presented above we use the location of axial tensile failure and borehole breakouts to infer the best-fitting stress state for inclined well trajectories. A feature we did not integrate in our analysis are en-echelon DIFs [Peška and Zoback, 1995; Barton and Moos, 2010; Thorsen, 2011] . In that case the angle between the DIF and the borehole axis provides further information on the orientation of the stress tensor relative to the borehole axis [Aadnoy, 1990b] . In clear image logs of more homogeneous media, such as sediments, these features can provide direct evidence for stress states at an angle with the borehole axis. In our case, most of the borehole failure occurs in highly fractured crystalline rock where propagation of drilling-induced fractures is strongly perturbed. The presence of natural fractures can lead to ambiguity that prevents accurate picking, leading us to neglect some observations where the interpretation of natural fracture versus induced fracture is ambiguous. Consequently, we did not observe consistent en-echelon DIFs even in the strongly deviated sections of borehole 58-10 d . Here, the deviation of DIFs with respect to the well axis is expected to be about 16° if the vertical is indeed a principal stress orientation.
In this study, we treat the observed azimuthal variation of stress indicators as direct evidence for heterogeneities of the local stress field. This stance is based on the assumption of validity of the Kirsch solutions (Equations 1), and of frictional equilibrium governing failure, e.g. described by the MohrCoulomb criterion. We have quantified the error of orienting and interpreting image logs with a standard deviation of 4.3° ( Figure S3 ). Another new assumption is a constant pore pressure gradient. Indeed, for the Coso region pore pressure was observed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium [Davatzes and Hickman, 2006] . Below we discuss possible sources of the observed stress heterogeneity.
Sources of stress heterogeneity
There has been extensive investigation into the sources of stress heterogeneity observed in boreholes and it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss them in detail. However, below we review some of the previous work to establish that our observations of stress heterogeneity for two wells in the Coso region are not spurious. Instead, our observations represent significant heterogeneity of stress, which has been observed in many boreholes, both in sedimentary and crystalline rocks.
Small-scale heterogeneity appears to be dominated by the interaction of borehole failure and existing natural fractures [Bobet and Einstein, 1998; Healy et al., 2006] . Induced fractures tend to coalesce with pre-existing natural fractures to minimize fracture surface energy. Abutting relationships between induced features and natural fractures are frequently observed Sahara et al., 2014] and clearly demonstrate their interaction. On a larger scale, both continuous and discrete meter-scale rotations of stress indicators by up to 90° were observed by Shamir & Zoback [1992] in the Cajon Pass scientific borehole using borehole televiewer logs along almost 3 km. Large-scale rotations with wavelengths >100m were also observed. Distinct rotations of breakouts near fractures by 90° in an otherwise relatively homogeneous rock mass and stable tectonic setting have been observed by Rajabi et al. [2015] . Similar rotations over certain well sections were documented by Davatzes and Hickman [2006] in the 34-9RD2 well at Coso.
An absence of BOs close to fault zones that show low seismic velocities and rock density has been documented by Boness and Zoback [2004] in the SAFOD pilot hole. This can be interpreted as stress release near fault zones and in damaged rock material with reduced stiffness [Hickman and Zoback, 2004] . Similarly, abutting relationships between breakouts and fractures have been observed e.g. by Sahara et al. [2014] and Rajabi et al. [2015] . Sahara et al. [2014] show that rotations of BOs of up to 50° are directly related to the apparent dip direction of active natural fractures. By the way of numerical modelling, Barton & Zoback [1994] confirm that stress drops along active faults are enough to rotate the orientation of stress indicators, and explain observed rotations for a variety of tectonic and lithologic settings. They are also consistent with the modeled reduction of the local differential stress accompanying slip that correlates with the observed local absence of breakouts. attempt to invert the observed patterns of rotation along boreholes to infer properties of the natural fracture network. In doing so, they follow the idea that every undulation of the local stress field can be explained by stress release on natural fractures.
Lastly, frequent changes of lithology (Figure 10e ) can be associated with varying stress fields and fracture patterns [Bai et al., 2002; Bourne, 2003] . Rock units of greater stiffness tend to concentrate stresses. As seen in the deepest part of well 58A-10 v , the stiffer but less strong diorite section shows a different failure pattern accompanied by considerable rotation of the local stress field. However, since the horizontal principal stresses at Coso have greatly different magnitudes, it is unlikely that the amplitude of local stress rotations can be explained solely by heterogeneity of elastic parameters of single rock units. For heterogeneous distribution of elastic parameters as deduced from velocity logs in the KTB well, for example, rotations of the orientation of SHmax are expected to be less than about 5° [Langenbruch and Shapiro, 2014] .
In accordance with previous work on vertical wells, we assumed that the vertical stress is a principal stress component and all local rotations occur between the horizontal principal stress components. It may be more physically realistic to expect the stress tensor to rotate freely about all three axes, and the magnitudes of the principal stresses to vary. Therefore, the observed local stress rotations modelled as rotations about the vertical axis are an incomplete proxy for the true rotation of the stress tensor. Given that the propagation of induced fractures is highly perturbed by the presence of natural fractures and mechanical heterogeneities in the rock, we consider it impossible to resolve the true local rotation of the stress tensor in 3-D unless exceptional conditions related to the well trajectory and homogeneity of the formation are met.
Dependence on sampling interval length
The analyzed boreholes are not only closely spaced, but the two logs span about 2 km of each well trajectory. More typically, image logs are acquired only in target horizons -sections only a few hundred meters thick at best. It is obvious that we would obtain a biased view of the stress field along the borehole trajectories if only short sections were logged. To quantify such bias, we mask the image logs with random windows of given length and estimate the mean stress orientation and SD as if only data from these intervals were available. For each interval length, we randomly place 1000 windows over the interpreted logs. The range of values for the mean stress orientation and SD obtained for each interval length is presented using box plots in Figure 11 . Horizontal lines represent the respective value obtained for the entire log, termed "true" values here for simplicity.
We first discuss the mean stress orientation (Figure 11a-b) . For the vertical well and intervals lengths <400 m, the central two quartiles spread within 10° of the true value. Outliers may be much further away from the true value. These extreme outliers and the range of the central quartiles are significantly reduced at intervals lengths of ≥400 m. For the same windows, SD (Figure 11c-d) increases significantly from a median of 13° for an interval length of 50 m to 23° for an interval length of 600 m and longer. As expected, the spread of obtained values of SD reduced with longer interval length. Critically, short log intervals tend to yield a smaller SD although the obtained mean stress orientation has a significant deviation from the true mean stress orientation. Therefore, the standard deviation has limited value for quantifying the quality of a stress measurement and it needs to be complemented by the length of the interval over which stress indicators were observed. The deviated well (Figure 11c-d) shows a very similar behavior with an even larger scatter of the mean stress orientation about the true value for short log intervals. Similarly, the obtained SD converges to the true value only for interval lengths of at least 600 m.
In Figure 11e -f we show the distribution of quality rankings that would be obtained for the windows based on the WSM quality ranking [Heidbach et al., 2010] . It bases on the number of observed stress indicators, their cumulative length, and SD of observations. Given the entire range of interpreted stress indicators, the WSM quality rating is C for borehole 58A-10 v . If we evaluate separately for DIFs and BOs, we obtain quality rating B and C, respectively. For borehole 58-10 d we obtain a C quality. Contrary to WSM practice, we do not differentiate the stress measurements by type of stress indicator and treat BOs, DIFs and petal-centerline fractures equally to derive one stress measurement, SD and the corresponding quality rating. As expected, the quality ratings converge towards the rating for the entire borehole the longer the interval length is. For borehole 58A-10 v we obtain larger percentages of higher quality rating for long log intervals. However, for borehole 58-10 d and an interval length of 400 m, we obtain an almost equal mix of B and D-quality measurements, respectively with relatively few C-quality measurements in between. For longer interval lengths, the population of B-quality measurements decreases and none of these exist for interval lengths ≥ 800 m. Although larger sample lengths are more likely to be representative of the tectonic-scale processes, applying the WSM quality ranking may give them an undeserved lower weight due to their larger SD. This demonstrates the limitations of this rating scheme and demands the consideration of the interval length over which stress indicators are observed in the quality rating. 
Global data
To test whether the observed behavior of stress measurements with varying borehole log length is specific to our site or whether it is a characteristic of the stress field in the Earth's crust, we continue analyzing global data of the WSM [Heidbach et al., 2010; Heidbach et al., 2016] . Above, we synthetically varied the position and length of the depth interval sampled to analyze how the result is changed for a lack of data. For the WSM we can now test this on actual data that were derived under real conditions. Here the length of analyzed logs vary from 1 m to more than 6 km.
We use the latest 2016 release of the WSM that contains more than 42,000 data records. The WSM contains data from a multitude of stress measurement techniques and here we restrict our analysis to stress measurements derived from borehole breakouts and drilling-induced fractures. In the WSM borehole breakout data are subdivided into types BO for analysis of individual breakouts, BOC for analysis of the cross-sectional shape of the entire well, and BOT for televiewer-imaged shapes of individual breakouts. We do not follow this subdivision and lump all DIF and BO data together. The log length is calculated from the difference between the top and bottom true vertical depth of stress indicators. As the vast majority of measurements are from vertical wells, we use this interval as the log length. Wells with a reported SD of zero and E-quality measurements (SD > 40°) are discarded. In total, we retain 3,986 measurements with a complete data set.
Again, we use box plots to analyze the distribution of reported standard deviations for bins of the logged interval ( Figure 12 ). We observe a clear increase of SD with interval length for intervals < 900 m. The median value of SD increases from 7° for intervals < 100 m to 15° for intervals > 1000 m. For intervals longer than that, the median of observed SD is approximately constant at 15°. This is the same behavior we have observed before in boreholes 58-10 d and 58A-10 v : an increase of the observed SD before it reached a stable level. In the case of the Coso wells however, this stable level is higher than for the median of global well data. We hypothesize that the higher level of stress heterogeneity is related to the structural complexity of the subsurface in the Coso Wash region with frequent lithology changes ( Figure  8 ) and a dense fracture network as revealed from image logs. The latter is a result of the strong deformation of the area, which is part of the Eastern California Shear Zone that accommodates about one quarter of the relative plate motion between the Pacific and the North American plates [Unruh et al., 2002] . Consequently, the Coso area is among the most seismically active areas in California [Schoenball et al., 2015] .
The constant value for the median SD reported for horizontal principal stress determinations on logs of more than 900 m indicates that SD is indeed a site characteristic and an appropriately long borehole log is required to resolve this characteristic. It appears that below log lengths of about 1 km analyses are biased toward relatively low values of SD. 
Conclusions
We have analyzed stress indicators in a pair of wells adjacent to the Coso Geothermal Field. Both wells have a large number of stress indicators along their logged intervals. Despite the strong deviation of 58-10 d , both logged well trajectories sample a much larger vertical extent (≈ 2 km) than the lateral separation of the well trajectories (<0.3 km). It is thus reasonable to expect that both wells sample similar stress fields and both are subjected to similar changes in the stress field at greater depth. And indeed, we find the same mean stress orientation with SHmax oriented at N23°E and the same standard deviation of stress indicators of 23° in both wells.
Including deviated sections of boreholes in stress analysis is principally more informative than analyzing only sub-vertical sections, since the stress tensor is sampled in various directions. Depending on borehole trajectory, stress indicators identified in deviated wells can inform the stress regime, unlike those in sub-vertical boreholes.
We test the bias in our results for cases where only shorter intervals of image logs are available. For both boreholes we observe an increase of SD with increasing logged interval, for lengths <600 m. With longer interval length, the obtained stress orientations and standard deviations converge towards the same values for both boreholes. We therefore conclude that the tectonic stress field given by the orientation of the tectonic stress tensor and the heterogeneity at the location of the 58-10 well pad is well characterized. The scatter of observed stress indicators quantified by SD appears to be an intrinsic property of the stress field in the highly fractured crystalline rock of the site.
We checked for the same bias in borehole failure-derived stress measurements of the WSM. A trend towards larger SD for longer interval length was found, with SD converging for lengths >1 km. This demonstrates that (1) stress heterogeneity quantified using SD is a site characteristic and (2) that stress measurements over intervals >1 km are necessary to reliably characterize that heterogeneity by SD values. Based on these findings, we suggest alternative criteria to assess the quality of stress measurements. Besides the number and cumulative length of stress indicators and their standard deviation, other critical parameters for the quality of stress measurements to be considered are the length of the interval that is sampled using stress indicators and whether or not there is a stress rotation with depth.
Similar as Bailey et al. [2010] do for fault zones, we find evidence for a characteristic length scale and hence a breakdown of self-similarity of the stress field around boreholes. This is consistent with the previous studies by Shamir and Zoback [1992] and Day-Lewis et al. [2010] who could establish selfsimilar behavior on shorter wavelengths, but did not have sufficient data for characteristic lengths beyond about 100 m. This is also consistent with regional studies, that show coherent domains of stress over 100s of km [Müller et al., 1992; Zoback, 1992; Heidbach et al., 2010 , Reiter et al., 2014 . If the stress field was self-similar at all scales, we would expect SD to steadily increase with longer log length. Further analysis of stress heterogeneity around the 1 km length scale could help to resolve the dispute between scale-free self-similarity of stress heterogeneity [Smith and Heaton, 2011] and a smooth stress field [Hardebeck, 2010] . Better understanding of the reservoir-scale stress heterogeneity has major implications for engineering applications, such as probabilistic hazard estimation of faults with known orientation. Furthermore, the pattern of the stress heterogeneity on faults is a major ingredient of our understanding of the dynamics of rupture with known links to the magnitude-frequency relation.
